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QUESTION 1

A company is deploying a multitered architecture 

Aggregation layer ObjectServers AGG_P and AGG_B have been created 

Collection layer ObjectServers COL_P_1 and COL_B_1 have also been created 

Two display layer ObjectServer need to be created Which steps should be taken to create the display ObjectServers? 

A. Configure the omni.dat or Server Editor and generate the interfaces file for primary ObjectServer DIS_P and backup
ObjectServer DIS_B. Start the ObjectServers DIS_P and DIS_B. 

B. Configure the omni.dat or Server Editor and generate the interfaces file for DIS_1, and DIS_2. Run nco_dbinit with
the -customconfigfile option to load the display.sql and initialize the ObjectServer. Start the ObjectServers DIS_1 and
DIS_2. 

C. Configure the omni.dat or Server Editor and generate the interfaces file for primary ObjectServer DIS_P and Backup
ObjectServer DIS_B. Run nco_dbinit with the -customconfigfile option to load the display.sql and initialize the
ObjectServer. Start the ObjectServers DIS_P and DIS_B. 

D. Configure the omni.dat or Server Editor and generate the interfaces file for primary ObjectServer DIS_P and Backup
ObjectServer DIS_B. Run nco_dbinit with the -customconfigfile option to load the desktop.sql and initialize the
ObjectServer. Start the ObjectServers DIS_P and DIS_B. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

When should the use of ObjectServer table indexes be considered for an IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus deployment? 

A. A new event field is added to the ObjectServer database alerts.status table. 

B. A one-off scan will be carried out on a non-indexed field in a small ObjectServer table. 

C. A non-indexed field is used extensively within ObjectServer triggers,tools, or procedures. 

D. A necessary, frequent scan will be carried out on a non-indexed field in a small ObjectServer table. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Click the Exhibit button 

Widgetcom has deployed this 3-tier standard multi-tier architecture deployment of IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus V7.4
(Netcool/OMNIbus) using the best practice configuration that ships with the product: 



WebGUI is to be deployed into the environment. The Aggregation and Display layer ObjectServer details are added to
the WebGUI server\\'s data source definition file as a single data source In order to implement automatic load-balancing
for connecting WebGUI Active Event List clients, into which ObjectServer table should rows be inserted? 

A. master.national 

B. master.servergroups 

C. catalog.servergroups 

D. no rows need to be added to any ObjectServer table 

Correct Answer: D  

 

QUESTION 4

A company has a virtual pair of ObjectServers with the primary located in New York (ny.fqdn.com 4100), the backup in
Sacramento (sac.fqdn.com 4100), and the WebGUI is in San Francisco (sf.fqdn.com 16311). The administrator has
these requirements: 

-A custom WebGUI view that is accessible by all users will be created to display the events 

- A custom filter will show events that happened within the last 30 minutes where the hostnames start with an alphabetic
character and the severity of the data is higher than minor 

-A map will provide a geographic representation of the cities, will open an Active Event List, and embed in a SmartPage 

Which WebGUI role should be assigned to the users so they can create filters? 

A. ncw_user 

B. netcool_ro 

C. nco_admin 

D. ncw_dashboard 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Click the Exhibit button. 



Widgetcom has deployed this 3-tier standard multi-tier architecture deployment of IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus V7.4
(Netcool/OMNIbus) using the best practice configuration that ships with the product When implementing automatic load
balancing for Native Event List clients in this environment, which ObjectServer names must be added to the master
servergroups table? 

A. DIS_1 andDIS_2 

B. AGG_PandAGG_B 

C. DIS_1,DIS_2, and AGG_V 

D. DIS_1,DIS_2, AGG_P, and AGG_B 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 



QUESTION 6

This line is added to the journal tab of a WebGUI tool: 

Alert severity is CONVERSION(@Severity) 

Assuming the tool is executed on a red event, what will appear in the Journal tab of the event this tool is run against? 

A. Alert severity is 4 

B. Alert severity is 5 

C. Alert severity is Critical 

D. Alert severity is Warning 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the purpose of probe rules file caching (e.g. the CacheRulesFile property)? 

A. It provides a system for selecting which events to cache so that they can be processed by the probe at a later time
(i.e.when a target ObjectServer is less busy). 

B. It provides a system for storing a probe\\'s last known working rules file and using it in the case when the probe is
restartedwith an unavailable or invalid local rules file. 

C. It causes the probe to cache its current rules file into memory so that a running probe is not automatically affected
bysubsequent changes to the rules file(s) on disk. 

D. It specifies a rules file for processing events previously cached by the probe and are being replayed. This allows
differentrules to be applied to cached and non-cached events. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

What is taken into consideration while calculating sizing for a server that will only run an IBM Tivoli
Netcool/OMNIbusObjectServer? 

A. number of operator users configured 

B. number of WebGUI maps configured 

C. number of custom SQL triggers configured 

D. number of Process Control agents configured within the solution 

Correct Answer: C 



 

QUESTION 9

IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus V7 4 core components are being installed on a server running 64-bit SUSE Linux. The
server hardware consists of 8 CPUs (2.4 GHz), 16 GB RAM, and 2500 GB disks. The software will be installed using the
Typical installation option 

Which statement is true about system hardware requirements? 

A. This system must have additional disk space to accommodate log files. 

B. The hardware on this system is adequate for most small to medium deployments. 

C. This system must have additional RAM to support the larger ObjectServer memory capable with 64-bit support 

D. This system must have additional disk space dedicated to the /tmp directory that is required during installation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two actions are required when configuring a CGI script to use via a WebGUI tool? (Choose two.) 

A. ensure the script is writeable 

B. ensure the script is executable 

C. save the CGI script on the Web GUI server in the $NCHOME/etc/cgi-bin directory 

D. save the CGI script on the Web GUI server in the $OMNIHOME/etc/cgi-bin directory 

E. save the CGI script on the Web GUI server in the $NCHOME/omnibus_webgui/etc/cgi-bin directory 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Information needs to be logged to an ObjectServer log file each time a trigger fires. Which command would be used in
the trigger to log the specific information? 

A. LOG INTO 

B. WRITE INTO 

C. PRINT INTO 

D. DESCRIBE INTO 

Correct Answer: B 



 

QUESTION 12

What must be done to the IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus ObjectServer to enable FIPS 140 to be used within the
deployment? 

A. no additional tasks are required for FIPS 140 

B. everything must be re-encrypted with nco_keygen 

C. everything must be re-encrypted with nco_g_crypt 

D. everything must be re-encrypted with nco_aes_crypt with the-140 option 

Correct Answer: B 
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